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Abstract 

The Hyper360 project implements a completely integrated 360o & 3D production pipeline as an end-user 

ready and verified tool set specifically in order to elevate the viewers’ perceived immersion through capturing 

360o content of high quality and the embedding of 3D narrative elements.  

Within this objective Free Viewpoint Video (FVV) content allows for viewing choice extraction and implicit 

preference extraction from a large set of viewers. To achieve this goal the consortium delivers a software 

suite that includes three major applications building on top of one-another. They specifically support three 

stages of the content production process, namely (i) 360o capturing - OMNICAP, (ii) 360 media annotation – 

OMNICONNECT, and (iii) 3D production – CAPTION. 

The aim of this document is to provide a brief overview of the technologies and SW/HW implementations of 

the aforementioned functionalities focusing on these two critical components for i) 360 Degree Video  & FVV  

with  MultiCam/MultiView Capture, and ii) 3D Capturer for Free Viewpoint Video (FVV) Content Production 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Hyper360 tool set is a software suite that includes three major applications. They specifically support 

three stages of the content production process, namely (i) 360 capturing - OMNICAP, (ii) 360 media 

annotation – OMNICONNECT, and (iii) 3D production – CAPTION. 

The first of these modules, OMNICAP is a software (SW) deliverable with associated hardware (HW) elements 

supporting professional TV productions in 360o video content recording from multiple and mixed camera 

setups. Further, the CAPTION capturing tool is another SW deliverable that will be responsible for capturing 

and collecting the 3D data that will be utilized for the 3D Mentor production. The aim of this document is to 

provide a brief overview of the technologies and SW/HW implementations of the aforementioned 

functionalities. 
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not be reproduced or copied without permission. All Hyper360 consortium parties have agreed to full 
publication of this document. The commercial use of any information contained in this document may require 
a license from the proprietor of that information. 

Neither the Hyper360 consortium as a whole, nor a certain party of the Hyper360 consortium warrant that the 
information contained in this document is capable of use, nor that use of the information is free from risk, and 
does not accept any liability for loss or damage suffered by any person using this information.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. CAPTURING TOOLS OBJECTIVES 

The Hyper360 project integrates the complete 360o & 3D production pipeline into an end-user ready and 

verified tool set specifically in order to elevate the viewers’ perceived immersion through capturing 360o 

content of high quality and the embedding of 3D narrative elements. Within this objective Free Viewpoint 

Video (FVV) content allows for viewing choice extraction and, by extension, implicit preference extraction 

from a large set of viewers. 

The Main Objective of the Capturing Tools described in this document is to establish the necessary 

foundation (HW & SW) that enables Hyper360 End-Users and future customers to produce innovative 3D 

free viewpoint video (FVV) & 360o experiences that will be merged in increasingly immersive experiences via 

the convergence of omnidirectional (360o) and 3D content. 

This deliverable describes the first major software components of the Hyper360 Tool Set, called OMNICAP 

& CAPTION, comprising of two software modules and associated hardware elements, namely: 

 360 Degree Video Capture (Section 2.1 360o video capture) , and 

 3D Capturer for Free Viewpoint Video (FVV) Content Production (Section 2.2. 3D Capturer for Free 

Viewpoint Video Content Production). 
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2. HYPER 360 CAPTURING TOOL SET  

2.1 360O VIDEO CAPTURE 

The 360o acquisition tool – OMNICAP – integrates a number of modern 360o capturing rigs (either multi 

camera arrays or tiny fisheye lenses devices) into the Hyper360 OMNICAP tool that focuses on capturing high 

quality 360o content.  Base on the End-User requirements, experience from past VR film production as well 

as the findings of the Innovation Management report (Deliverable D1.4)  a generic architecture was 

implemented that can support multiple camera setups and configurations and ensure high quality captures 

suited for the broadcast sector. 

The first element of that effort was to design an architecture that support multiple types of sensors. This will 

allow End-Users to study and compare the advantages of each setup and will form the basis of a reference 

document for broadcasters for selecting the equipment for a certain event.   

To use the OMNICAP tool the camera must be capable to output Live Video via HDMI or SDI interface during 

setup and/or while recording. Based on their live capabilities we grouped the camera models into five major 

categories supported by the current release: 

Camera Description 

 

The first category includes cameras that can directly output 

live stitched 360o video at various resolution during 

production. These include Insta360 Pro, Ricoh Theta R, and 

Samsung Gear2.   NOTE: The Insta360 Pro was selected as the 

primary model for the Consortium's production needs and we 

have 4-5 units available for MultiCamera productions 

 

The second category focuses on single lens extreme fisheye 

cameras (250-285degrees), that offer high resolution without 

the problems associated with stitching in a small and compact 

setup that can be used on many practical scenarios when full 

360 view is not necessarily required (e.g. placed directly on 

stage floor or tables, mounted above or e.g. on a dashboard, 

etc.) From this category the model Entaniya 280 with GoPro 

sensor was used, but as CCD chips resolutions become larger, 

more and more of these models will become available on the 

market. The currently available systems offer 2.7-4K sensors. 

 

The third category focuses on the most commonly used lens 

configuration, where two regular fisheye lenses are configured 

back-to-back to cover a whole 360o view and their respective 

images are integrated into a single video stream placed side-

by-side.  An example of such a configuration is Ricoh Theta S 

camera series. 

 

The dual setup offers higher resolution when each camera unit 

has  special fisheye lenses 220degrees but two 

independent video streams are captured. These camera 

configurations are represented by GoPro's Fusion and Kodak's 
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SP360 dual. (NOTE1: The GoPro Fusion currently does not have 

live HDMI output, we built a custom rig to test this capability) 

 

For future extension, the OMNICAP also supports camera 

arrays of any number of cameras and various sizes. Specifically, 

the second most popular configuration uses four (4) 

independent cameras (similar to Orah 4i1) or even more input 

units  such as Vahana VR / VideoStitch2  These solutions are 

currently limited only by the number of full HD  images that 

can be captured and processed in real-time by a standard 

computer. To address this need, the OMNICAP uses 

professional MultiViewers (such as Black Magic MultiView4 & 

MultiView16) to combine the images from 4-up to 36 individual 

cameras.  Find more on OMNICAP HW Infrastructure and 

Setup in Section 2.1.2. 

For all solutions above the output quality/resolution varies depending on the model type and final stitching 

must be done in post-production using the selected camera stitching SW or third party generic solutions, 

nonetheless the OMNICAP SW is capable to visualize safe zones on live-stitched images as well as capturing 

reference footage for Quality Control and Tracking (to support future annotation and media placement as 

well as automatic camera path selection).  

2.1.1 PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
The common principle in all 360o camera systems is that, unlike professional broadcast cameras, they use 

tiny fisheye lenses to capture a set of large and overlapping set of images from the scene, which in turn  allows 

them to find matching correspondences and distort individual images to form the full spherical view of the 

scene. Therefore the OMNICAP solution is based on a generalized fisheye lens3 transformation whereas each 

individual camera view is first distorted in real-time using pixel- and vertex shader4 technology and 

subsequently combined into a single equirectangular5 view that can be viewed in Flat mode (seeing the entire 

scene in a distorted manner) or mapped onto a virtual sphere to be able to frame and look at elements within 

the scene.  Each camera's input is mapped onto a graphic element called 'patch' and multiple patches are 

blended and distorted to create seamless transition areas in the overlapping areas in the stitching process. 

Since the purpose of OMNICAP is on-set pre-visualization, control and quality check for best camera setup, 

and not live broadcast output, the stitching algorithms that also depend on 3D distances in those regions 

allow for a large number of parameters that are pre-set for each tested camera type. These can be manually 

modified if needed, but do not implement complex optic-flow methods as they are best suited for rendering 

& post-production in camera specific SW.    

The actual algorithm implemented is a modified inverse fisheye to sphere mapping transform, with the 

mathematics of the transform summarized in Figure 1.   

                                                           
1https://www.orah.co/camera/  
2https://www.orah.co/software/vahana-vr/  
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisheye_lens  
4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shader  
5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equirectangular_projection  

https://www.orah.co/camera/
https://www.orah.co/software/vahana-vr/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisheye_lens
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shader
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equirectangular_projection
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Figure 1: Overview of FishEye to Spherical mapping6 

A simple pseudo-code of the implementation is as follows: 

    // Field of view (FOV) of the fisheye, eg: 180-280 degrees 

  float FOV = 3.141592654;  

        float width = 1920; // Width of video Full HD 

        float height = 1080; // Height of video Full HD 

 

        // Polar angles 

        theta = 2.0 * 3.14159265 * (destCoord().x / width - 0.5); // -pi to pi 

        phi = 3.14159265 * (destCoord().y / height - 0.5);        // -pi/2 to pi/2 

 

        // Vector in 3D space 

        psph.x = cos(phi) * sin(theta); 

        psph.y = cos(phi) * cos(theta); 

        psph.z = sin(phi); 

         

        // Calculate fisheye angle and radius 

        theta = atan(psph.z,psph.x); 

        phi = atan(sqrt(psph.x*psph.x+psph.z*psph.z),psph.y); 

        r = width * phi / FOV;  

 

        // Pixel in fisheye space 

        pfish.x = 0.5 * width + r * cos(theta); 

        pfish.y = 0.5 * width + r * sin(theta); 

For practical use fisheye angles of 190 degrees or more are required for a satisfactory blend zone but due to 

large distortions around the edges a typical setup would require 220-285 degree special lenses. Furthermore, 

the above pseudo-code does not address fundamental issues of parallax error, sensor image placement and 

relative 3D position/shift of camera units, present in real dual fisheye systems where the nodal points of the 

lenses do not coincide.  As a result the OMNICAP shader (shown in Figure 2) includes a number of additional 

                                                           
6http://paulbourke.net/dome/dualfish2sphere/  

http://paulbourke.net/dome/dualfish2sphere/
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parameters related to not only the inverse transformation, but the mounting, relative geometry, sensor 

configurations and per-camera image-adjustments allows End-Users to have direct control over via 

configuration files or even interactively configure them. These parameters are summarized next: 

 
Figure 2 The OMNICAP Unity3D shader. 

BASIC PARAMETERS 

 MainTexture:  Captured image from Live Camera 

(typically 4K or Full HD) 

 Safe Zones Mask:  Safe Zones visualization 

images can be defined or modified externally as 

well as in  run-time. 

 Logo:  Hyper360 or production logo image 

typically used to cover blind spots or additional 

equipment. 

 FlipX/Y: Individual camera images maybe flipped 

depending on how units were mounted in 

physical space. 

 Shader Mode:  Controls projection type Flat / 

Spherical / Cubic. 

 Show Safe Zones:  Visualize or not safe zone 

areas. 

 Safe Zone Transp:  When safe zone is visualized, 

controls the relative transparency for better 

viewing and visibility. 

 Masking:  Controls where the mask image is 

shown (cover entire spherical view, bottom logo, 

etc.) 

FISHEYE SETUP AND CONFIGURATION  

 FishEye Angle:  Field of view (FOV) of 

the lenses being used. Value ranges 

180 to 285 degrees. (refer to Figure 

and pseudo-code above). 

 FishEye Pose:  Camera pose 

(Landscape or Portrait). 

 FishEye PoseHV:  Camera mounting 

(Regular bottom-up vs Top-down, e.g. 

ceiling mounted). 

 FishEye ScaleX:  Scaling factor in X 

direction (depends on sensor 

installation and fisheye angle as well). 

IMAGE ADJUSTMENT  

 Contrast:  Adjusts the image quality of the per-

sensor camera image allowing for better on-set 

viewing or to compensate individual differences 

in multi-camera arrays. 

 Brightness:  Adjusts the image quality of the per-

sensor camera image allowing for better on-set 

viewing or to compensate individual differences 

in multi-camera arrays. 

 Gamma:  Adjusts the image quality of the per-

sensor camera image allowing for better on-set 

viewing or to compensate individual differences 

in multi-camera arrays. 
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 FishEye ScaleY:  Scaling factor in Y 

direction (depends on sensor 

installation and fisheye angle as well). 

 FishEye cU:  Center of image circle on 

the camera sensor (V coordinate in 

normalized UV [0,1] space.  Default is 

0.5). 

 FishEye cV:  Center of image circle on 

the camera sensor (U coordinate in 

normalized UV [0,1] space.  Default is 

0.5). 

 FishEye cRU:  Radius normalization 

factor image circle on the camera 

sensor (Default is 1.0). 

 FishEye cRV:  Radius normalization 

factor image circle on the camera 

sensor (Default is 1.0). 

 FishEye LensShiftX:  Relative sensor 

shift in 3D space (X coordinate) used 

in multi-camera and multi-sensor 

arrays. 

 FishEye LensShiftY:  Relative sensor 

shift in 3D space (Y coordinate) used 

in multi-camera and multi-sensor 

arrays. 

 FishEye LensShiftZ:  Relative sensor 

shift in 3D space (Z coordinate) used 

in multi-camera and multi-sensor 

arrays. 

 FishEye Rot Alpha:  Fisheye 

orientation corrections to rotate the 

image and position camera center   

(refer to Figure and pseudo-code 

above). 

 FishEye Rot Beta:  Fisheye orientation 

correction to rotate the image and 

position camera center (refer to 

Figure and pseudo-code above). 

 Sharpness Size:  Kernel size parameter / adjusts 

the image quality of the per-sensor camera image 

allowing for better on-set viewing or to 

compensate individual differences in multi-

camera arrays.  

 Sharpness Intensity:  Adjusts the image quality of 

the per-sensor camera image allowing for better 

on-set viewing or to compensate individual 

differences in multi-camera arrays. 

 Red:  Colour correction component / adjusts the 

image quality of the per-sensor camera image 

allowing for better on-set viewing or to 

compensate individual differences in multi-

camera arrays. 

 Green:  Colour correction component / adjusts 

the image quality of the per-sensor camera image 

allowing for better on-set viewing or to 

compensate individual differences in multi-

camera arrays. 

 Blue:  Colour correction component / adjusts the 

image quality of the per-sensor camera image 

allowing for better on-set viewing or to 

compensate individual differences in multi-

camera arrays. 

 HSV Saturation:  Saturation correction 

component / adjusts the image quality of the per-

sensor camera image allowing for better on-set 

viewing or to compensate individual differences 

in multi-camera arrays. 

 HSV Affect Range Min:  Saturation transform 

range parameter / adjusts the image quality of 

the per-sensor camera image allowing for better 

on-set viewing or to compensate individual 

differences in multi-camera arrays. 

 HSV Affect Range Max:  Saturation transform 

range parameter / adjusts the image quality of 

the per-sensor camera image allowing for better 

on-set viewing or to compensate individual 

differences in multi-camera arrays. 

Apart from the basic Flat viewing mode (also called equirectangular mapping), the OMNICAP software offers  

traditional Spherical view in which Editors and Camera Crew can check compositions, safe zones and framing, 

as well as an optimized Cubic mapped format, which reduces computational overhead is better suited for 

compression and limits artifacts around the bottom and top of the image. It is becoming more and more 

common in commercial uses7. As an example, the Consortium's camera of choice, the Insta360 Pro, already 

                                                           
7https://code.facebook.com/posts/1868610470046578/announcing-360-capture-sdk/  

https://code.facebook.com/posts/1868610470046578/announcing-360-capture-sdk/
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natively supports live cubic mapping output, but for other cameras the OMNICAP capture suite can be used 

to readily generate that. This is demonstrated in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: OMNICAP Mapping modes - Flat / Spherical / Cubic 

(Screenshot Captured in Unity3D Scene Viewer).  

Apart from the integrated camera view and globally overlaid safe zones, logos and mask images there is also 

a need to overlay and preview live graphics elements on the 360o scene. A typical post-production flow would 

include multiple of these elements in the form of dynamic clickable hot spots, moving overlays, or 

personalized advertisement. As an example, Adobe CC includes multiple VR tools in Premiere Pro and After 

Effects based on Mettle's SkyBox8  and Gopro's  VR player plugins9  also allow End-Users to insert different 

elements directly in a 360o video (text, images, regular videos) without worrying about the distortion from 

using a spherical scene.  

The Hyper360 platform therefore directly supports the pre-visualization of these elements in real-time, 

allowing content creators to sketch and setup preliminary locations of these visual elements on the studio 

floor or on set.  To implement this feature the OMNICAP supports an additional spherical rendering pipeline 

that maps all visual elements surrounding the virtual camera and projects it on the final outgoing image as 

an additional layer. (NOTE: In the current release, this feature is used to initialize the external Tracker only 

and select a rectangular region for tracking, therefore there is only a single panel available.). 

This feature is demonstrated in Figure 4. Specifically, the upper left image shows an outside view of the 

spherical projection with the Hyper360 logo placed in front of the user camera at the center. The upper right 

view shows the equirectangular (Flat) real-time projected output, while the lower left corner shows the 

virtual camera view (Spherical mode) of the same scene. Finally, as the graphical element is moved around 

in spherical (yaw/pitch/roll) coordinate space, the projected visual elements distorts accordingly (NOTE: 

Footage is courtesy of Eurovision 2017 production) 

                                                           
8https://www.mettle.com/product/skybox-360vr-tools/  
9http://www.kolor.com/2017/11/10/gopro-vr-plugins/  

https://www.mettle.com/product/skybox-360vr-tools/
http://www.kolor.com/2017/11/10/gopro-vr-plugins/
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Figure 4: Overlaying visual elements on the production scene in real-time (see text for details) 

(Screenshot Captured in Unity3D Scene Viewer). Footage is courtesy of Eurovision 2017 production. 

Because production principles and camera motion techniques for 360o are significantly different from 

classical TV productions, the OMNICAP system also supports MultiCamera and MultiView mixed setups as 

part of it feature list.  More specifically, some of the typical issues worth highlighting are related to the optical 

properties and distortions of the fisheye lenses that make the viewer feel more distant from the principal 

subject. In practice this means that to cover even a small concert stage or TV production studio, multiple 

cameras need to be placed as close as within 1.5-3 meters of the principal subjects, in order to create a 

compelling and enjoyable sense of 'being there' experience in VR.  Another additional potentially disturbing 

element in VR productions crews need to pay attention to is camera motion. Slow swaying motions (such as 

Jimmy Jib) or fast camera robots cause dizziness and nausea in a large percentage of viewers.  The third 

element relates to line of sight. As mentioned before, the 360o camera units have to be relatively close to the 

people in the scene because there is no possibility to zoom in (vario). At the same time, a typical show 

production would often use 10-25 broadcast cameras simultaneously to cover an event in a dynamic and 

complexly orchestrated fashion. To let camera crews and editors do their job without much disturbance 360o 

camera units have to pay attention not to be in the line of sight and ruin a particular angle.  Because of the 

above static placement of multiple 360o cameras is often preferred on a large set. A typical number world 

range from 3-10 independent units.  

The MultiCamera mode of the OMNICAP supports this functionality by directly and seamlessly controlling 

professional production hardware from the desktop application and switching among multiple cameras from 

a single operating station. The current release solution is based on DeckLink MultiView4 and MultiView16 

hardware (see the sections below) but maybe readily extended to other models in the future. Furthermore, 

the MultiCamera mode can also be used to create MultiView mixed setups. More specifically, it is often 

required to incorporate classical 2D footage from regular broadcast cameras as visual elements showing 

detail and properly framed content in the final output. However, due to limited sensor size and 

bandwidth/codec requirements, zooming in and watching detail is not yet possible in 360o footage. The 

OMNICAP therefore can combine these inputs into a single and consistent live preview.  
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As a conclusion to this section, we summarize the variety of use cases the OMNICAP currently supports from 

a VR consumer and production need perspectives. We start by summarizing the “Five Freedoms” the 

OMNICAP system supports and the future Hyper360 player technology will be able to display.  

1. Freedom to look around / sense of presence: Being there is the classical premise of a VR film whether 

it is shot to be off-stage as a viewer or outsider from a VIP perspective, or stage as part of the action, 

sometimes first person living the experience, called POV (Point of View). The supported range and 

configuration of multiple camera hardware offer various production options in quality and processing 

options that starting from single lens and dual setups to all the way to 36 full HD units for super high 

resolution 360o videos.  

2. Freedom to move around: By recording multiple 360o camera views at the same time, the user may 

has the ability to switch among them by interactively selecting one or other camera. MultiCam 

recordings support this need with a single central station controlling all cameras on a production. 

From a viewer perspective, the ability of selecting one or another view is decided dramatically and/or 

as the result of viewer interaction, but without explicit knowledge of what is happening there.  In 

such applications, the audio track must remain uninterrupted and switching among camera views 

must be instant, i.e. no buffering time allowed that would break the interaction. 

3. Freedom to be the Director: MultiCamera 360o camera setups allows End-Users to create more 

compelling VR content by allowing viewers to decide in real-time which camera they would like to 

view.  This implies that instead of switching blindly, the viewer is aware of what is happening on other 

cameras and decides which one to view based on that. As an example, he/she can see a live preview 

of simultaneous camera views from a Berlinare or Big Brother set and switch to those of interest. 

From an audio track perspective, in this mode each camera may have completely different audio 

track associated with, so minor buffering delays may be acceptable. In such use cases, the End-Users 

may also want to combine 360o footage with tradition videos best capturing detail and preserving 

artistic values.   

4. Freedom to create a Directors Cut in Live Mode or Post-Production: For many TV productions, super 

high resolution 360o camera rigs can be used to create a Virtual HD camera output after the show 

was recorded. This need is supported by providing a freely configurable live stitching interface as well 

as built in high quality rendering in support of direct output back to the production pipeline.  

Having discussed the basic principles of operation, we now turn our attention to the hardware infrastructure 

and setup needed to operate the OMNICAP module. 

2.1.2 HW INFRASTRUCTURE AND SETUP 
The Hyper360 OMNICAP software was designed to operate with a variety of cameras and configuration 

setups using PC/Desktop-based control and highly customizable direct interfaces via MIDI Controller10 

devices.  

INSTALLATION AND HOW TO START 
There are no special requirements for installation. The Release 1.0 version contains a set of files that need to 

be copied into your own folder and it is ready-to-go.  To start the application, simply double click on the 

'Hyper360_OMNICAP_v01.exe' file and follow the instruction when applicable. 

                                                           
10https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIDI_controller  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIDI_controller
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CONNECTING YOUR CAMERA AND CONTROL SURFACES 
All supported 360o cameras allow real-time output via and HDMI11 interface.  To capture from these cameras 

in your Desktop PC or laptop, select one of the recommended HW units from the list bellow or use an 

equivalent solution. Depending on your camera configuration you may need one or more capture units and 

additional HW in combination.  

4K HMDI capture PCI express cards 

 Black Magic Design PCI12 

 Magwell PCI13  
HDMI Capture HW / USB3 External 
4K or Full HD HMDI capture units from 

 Inogeni14    

 Magwell15  

MultiView 4-9-16 Units (for MultiCam Capture) 

 Black Magic MultiView4 & MultiView1616 

 Decimator17  

 Grass Valley Kaleido MX 4K Multiviewer18 

 Apantac Micro-Q19  

HDMI to SDI Converters (to connect cameras to 

MultiViewers) 

 Black Magic micro and mini converters20,21  

4K Direct on Set Recording 

 Black Magic Video Assist 4K22  

MIDI and Powermate Controllers 

 Korg Nano23  
The OMNICAP solution can be directly controlled with the default settings of the Nano Kontrol2 Midi Device 

Map and Software24. However, should you want to use another generic MIDI controller, the figures below 

summarize the MIDI notes and message mapping used in the Application. 

                                                           
11https://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_Definition_Multimedia_Interface  
12https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/decklink/models  
13http://www.magewell.com/pro-capture-hdmi-4k  
14https://inogeni.com/product/4k-to-usb-3  
15http://www.magewell.com/usb-capture-hdmi  
16https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/multiview  
17http://www.decimator.com/Products/openGear%20Cards/MC-DMON-9S%20MultiViewer/MC-DMON-9S.html  
18https://www.grassvalley.com/products/kaleido-mx_4k/  
19http://www.apantac.com/product-info.php?id=259  
20https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/microconverters  
21https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/miniconverters  
22https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/blackmagicvideoassist  
23http://www.korg.com/us/products/computergear/nanokontrol2/  
24http://www.korg.com/us/support/download/product/0/159/  

https://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_Definition_Multimedia_Interface
https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/decklink/models
http://www.magewell.com/pro-capture-hdmi-4k
https://inogeni.com/product/4k-to-usb-3
http://www.magewell.com/usb-capture-hdmi
https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/multiview
http://www.decimator.com/Products/openGear%20Cards/MC-DMON-9S%20MultiViewer/MC-DMON-9S.html
https://www.grassvalley.com/products/kaleido-mx_4k/
http://www.apantac.com/product-info.php?id=259
https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/microconverters
https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/miniconverters
https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/blackmagicvideoassist
http://www.korg.com/us/products/computergear/nanokontrol2/
http://www.korg.com/us/support/download/product/0/159/
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MIDI CONTROL SLIDERS/KNOBS/BUTTONS  

Track Left - SetMode  Flat 

Track Right - SetMode Spherical 

Cycle – Show/hide FPS  

Marker Set – SafeZones Toggle 

Marker < Shader parameter Fishey Angle- 

Marker > Shader parameter Fishey Angle+ 

Reverse << - Video Play control 

Forward >> - Video Play control 

Stop - Video Play control  

Play - Video Play control 

Record – Screen Capture Start/Stop 

GROUP1 Slider - CAMERA ORIENTATION (Up/Down) 

GROUP1 Turn Knob - CAMERA ORIENTATION 

(Left/Right) 

GROUP1  Button "S" - CAMERA POSE (Togle) 

GROUP1  Button "M" - Toggle Camera Shader 

GROUP1  Button "R" - RESET 

GROUP2  Slider - CAMERA FOV 

GROUP2  Turn Knob - IMAGE CONTRAST 

GROUP2  Button "S" – NOT USED 

GROUP2  Button "M" – NOT USED 

GROUP2  Button "R" - NOT USED   
GROUP3  Slider - CAMERA UP/DOWN (Spherical 

mode) 

GROUP3  Turn Knob - IMAGE BRIGHTNESS 

GROUP3  Button "S" - Fisheye scaleX+  

GROUP3  Button "M" - FISHEYE SCALE X- 

GROUP4  Slider - CAMERA ROLL 

GROUP4  Turn Knob - IMAGE GAMMA  

GROUP4  Button "S" - FISHEYE SCALE Y+ 

GROUP4  Button "M" - FISHEYE SCALE Y- 

GROUP4  Button "R" - NOT USED 

GROUP5  Slider - IMAGE SHARPNESS INTENSITY 

GROUP5  Turn Knob - IMAGE SHARPNESS SIZE 

GROUP5  Button "S" - FISHEYE CU+ 

GROUP5  Button "M" - FISHEYE CU- 

GROUP5  Button "R" - NOT USED 

GROUP6  Slider - FISHEYE LENS SHIFT X  

GROUP6  Turn Knob - IMAGE COLOR BALANCE RED 

GROUP6  Button "S" - FISHEYE CV+ 

GROUP6  Button "M" - FISHEYE CV- 

GROUP7  Slider - FISHEYE LENS SHIFT Z 

GROUP7  Turn Knob - IMAGE COLOR BALANCE GREEN 

GROUP7  Button "S" - FISHEYE CRU+ 

GROUP7  Button "M" - FISHEYE CRU- 

GROUP7  Button "R" - NOT USED 

GROUP8  Slider - IMAGE MASKING 

GROUP8  Turn Knob - IMAGE COLOR BALANCE BLUE 

GROUP8  Button "S" - FISHEYE CRV+ 

GROUP8  Button "M" - FISHEYE CRV- 

GROUP8  Button "R" - NOT USED 

 

Figure 5: MIDI Settings for the Korg Nano kontroller. 

 

- PowerMate25 (  (Griffin Technology) 

The PowerMate device works by sending keyboard controls to the main Application. 

As such, it needs to be configured properly as shown in the Figures below or by loading 

the Default settings from the file named: 

.\Hyper360_OMNICAP_v01_Data\StreamingAssets\Plugins\PowerMate\Powermate1_Settings.pmsettings  

and Powermate2_Settings.pmsettings  

                                                           
25https://griffintechnology.com/us/powermate  

https://griffintechnology.com/us/powermate
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The OMNICAP system uses two units each controlling different aspects of the live image. The specific settings 

are shown on the figures below: 

Figure 6: PowerMate settings Unit #1. 
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Figure 7: PowerMate settings Unit #2. 
 

THIRD PARTY EXTERNAL SOFTWARE ELEMENTS 
To provide maximal flexibility during on-set capture and post-production, the OMNICAP software was 

designed to support a range of external applications flexibly configurable by the End-User. Such a gateway is 

necessary to provide integration with i) external stitching software, ii) Camera Control, iii) Tracking, and iv) 

Quality Control, as examples. As the architecture is Desktop PC-based it uses inter-process communication 

and externally triggered processes to start these applications.  
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External Stitching Software: 

One of the most important elements is the capability to use third party external stitching software. In the 

current release there are two default programs supported and can be readily selected from the menu, these 

are the InstaPro's Insta360Stitcher26  and SGO's MistikaVR27.   

For the system to work properly, first please ensure that the above software modules are properly installed 

and run from their start up icons. Next check the PATH variable whether it contains access to the installation 

paths for both applications. If not, please add them manually based on the video found here: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-U9SGaNbwY  

The BAT file controlling how each external program is started up can be found in the directory:  

.\Hyper360_OMNICAP_v01_Data\StreamingAssets\Plugins\Stitcher\Stitcher.bat 

The main OMNICAP application automatically passes the necessary parameters from the user interface (GUI), 

however, should you need to use any other application, you may replace the start %1 line in the BAT file 

using a text editor with the application of your own choice. 

The system had been tested with the following external stitching applications: 

 GoPro Kolor Autopano Video28 

 Samsung Cyberlink ActionDirector29 

 VideoStitch Studio30 

 Vahana VR31 

Further applications you may use, but have not been tested with the system include: 

 StereoStitch32 

 Argon Real-time Stitcher33 

 OwlReality34 

Camera Control: 

The OMNICAP software supports multiple types of cameras. Depending on the current selected 

configuration, the system will automatically start external camera controller software associated with that 

hardware. In addition, one can also set basic camera parameters via the Windows Encoder interface. 

.\Hyper360_OMNICAP_v01_Data\StreamingAssets\Plugins\CameraController\CameraController.bat 

 Insta360 Pro Camera Control App35   

                                                           
26https://www.insta360.com/download/insta360-pro  
27https://www.sgo.es/mistika-vr/  
28http://www.kolor.com/autopano-video/  
29https://www.samsung.com/us/support/answer/ANS00066650/  
30https://www.orah.co/software/videostitch-studio/  
31https://www.orah.co/software/vahana-vr/  
32https://www.stereostitch.com/  
33http://www.argondesign.com/products/argon360/  
34http://www.owlreality.com/  
35https://www.insta360.com/download/insta360-pro?inspm=77c1c2.89f76e.0.0  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-U9SGaNbwY
https://www.insta360.com/download/insta360-pro
https://www.sgo.es/mistika-vr/
http://www.kolor.com/autopano-video/
https://www.samsung.com/us/support/answer/ANS00066650/
https://www.orah.co/software/videostitch-studio/
https://www.orah.co/software/vahana-vr/
https://www.stereostitch.com/
http://www.argondesign.com/products/argon360/
http://www.owlreality.com/
https://www.insta360.com/download/insta360-pro?inspm=77c1c2.89f76e.0.0
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 Ricoh ThetaS & SC Series36,  

 Ricoh ThetaR DevKit37  (24-hour spherical live streaming camera) 

 Camera Suite38 (for all GoPro-based systems) 

Tracking:  

The tracking solution was developed by one of the Hyper360 consortium partners, namely JRS (Joanneum 

Research Forschunsgsgesellschaft MBH). It is a continuously evolving solution and future releases ill include 

additional features as they become available. 

In the current (Release 1.0) version of the OMNICAP, it can be triggered as an external local application via 

the same mechanism as all other external software modules as described above.  

To use this feature, the End-User first needs to define a tracking panel the location and area of which will be 

used to initialize the tracker run-time module. The position (in yaw/pitch/roll spherical space, the size and 

aspect ratio of the tracking panel as well as its roll can be interactively modified.  For more specific 

information on how a new tracking panel may be created and edited, please refer to the GUI description later 

in this document.  Once the location shape and size of the area to be tracked is decided, the OMNICAP system 

first generates its own initialization file the parameters of which are enlisted below, and subsequently 

executes the tracking phase.  The tracking results are stored in a text-based output file. 

# 

# This is the configuration file for the ROI Tracker by JOANNEUM RESEARCH (for usage within the 

Hyper360 project) 

#  

# Lines starting with a '#' are interpreted as comments and are ignored consequently 

# The configuration is done by key-value parameters, in the form 'key = value' 

# Keys can be of one of the following type: 

# - boolean  (allowed values are then only 'false' or 'true') 

# - integer 

# - string   (you don't need quotes around the strign) 

# 

# 

 

####### 

####### ( ) input video related parameters (file path, start & end-frame, ...) 

####### 

 

# The filename and full path of the video 

# All video formats which OpenCV (which internally uses FFMPEG library) understands are supported. 

# Not for certain HEVC videos (from Drukka testmaterial), OpenCV (so FFMPEG) had troubles reading them 

properly. 

# But H264 seems to work fine. 

input_video = ..\Videos\Test.mp4 

 

# The start-frame, where the tracking starts 

# Set it to -1 if you want to start at the begin of the video 

# Note for certain video formats, it might occur that the actually frame we jump to is a few frames 

off from 'start_frame'. 

# This might be due to FFMPEG -releated issues (OpenCV uses FFMPEG internally) 

# Default: -1 

start_frame = 30 

 

# The end-frame, where the tracking ends 

# Set it to -1 if you want to track throughout the whole video 

# Default: -1 

end_frame = 220 

 

####### 

                                                           
36https://theta360.com/uk/support/download/  
37https://ricohr.ricoh/en/  
38https://www.camerasuite.org/  

https://theta360.com/uk/support/download/
https://ricohr.ricoh/en/
https://www.camerasuite.org/
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####### ( ) general parameters (output, modes, ...) 

####### 

 

# The directory where _all_ output (text files wiht tracker result, ...) are written to. 

# Do _NOT_ put a directory separator (backslash) at the end ! 

# Note the text files with the tracker results are _always_ written. 

# Default: c:\tmp 

output_directory = ..\Results 

 

# If enabled, then the output frames (with the tracked rois visualized) are written 

# to output directory, as a image sequence with the file pattern 'output_frame.######.png' 

# Note if you use the output frames in order to estimate the start roi position ('start_roi_position'), 

# take into account that they have been resized by factor 'output_scale_factor' ! 

# Default: false 

write_output_frames = false 

 

# If enabled, then the output frames (with the tracked rois visualized) are shown in a GUI window  

# Use 'output_scale_factor' in order to scale them down (if they are bigger than your monitor) 

# Default: false 

show_output_frames = true 

 

# If 'show_output_frames' is set 'true', then after display a frame  

# we wait for 'sleep_time_milliseconds' milliseconds. 

# So you can make the video playing slower (if it is too fast otherwise) 

# Default: 50 

sleep_time_milliseconds = 50 

 

# The thickness of the lines of the tracked roi, in pixels 

# Default: 6 

roi_line_thickness = 6 

 

 

 

 

# The factor used for resizing the output frames.  

# A values > 1 makes them bigger, < 1 makes them smaller. 

# Default: 0.5 

output_scale_factor = 0.5 

 

# Whether the visualized tracked roi rectangle is to be visualized (in green) as overlay, or not. 

# If you want to write out only the original inpute frames, you can set this to false 

# Default: true 

visualize_tracked_roi = true 

 

####### 

####### ( ) tracker algorithm related parameters (rectangle position at start frame, minimum 

reliability, ...) 

####### 

 

# The 'minimum' reliability (confidence) the tracker shall have. 

# For good tracks, this value is usually ~ 10 or bigger. A value < 6.0  indicates object occlusion or 

tracking failure. 

# I would not set this to values <= 3 or so 

# Default: 6.0 

min_reliability = 6.0 

 

# If set to 'true', then the tracker application will _stop_ the tracking in case 

# the tracker state is 'unreliable' (reliability for current frame is < min_reliability) 

# If set to 'false', then the tracker application will _continue_ the tracking, 

# even if it seems to be unreliable. 

# Default: true 

stop_tracker_when_unreliable = false 

 

# The coordinates of the rectangular ROI in the _start_ frame. 

# The format is [x0 y0 width height] 

# x0 and y0 are the pixel coordinates in the _upperleft_ pixel of the ROI, 

# and 'width' and 'height' are the width and height of the ROI, in pixels 

# Regarding the coordinate system: The origin is at upperleft pixel of the frame, 

# x-axis goes to the right, and y-axis goes down. 

start_roi_position = [ 1900  600  200 500 ] 
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# Recommended values for filter_size = 5 - 7 

# Increasing the filter size can give better tracking quality, but increases also the runtime. 

# Default: 6 

filter_size = 7 

 

# Recommended values for numScaleLevels is 4-6 

# Default: 5 

num_scale_levels = 6 

 

# Default: 23 

scale_window_size = 23 
 

Object Detector: 

The object detector solution was also developed by JRS. It is a continuously evolving solution and future 

releases will include additional features as they become available. In the current (Release 1.0) version of the 

OMNICAP, it can be triggered as an external local application via the same mechanism as all other external 

software modules as described above. The parameters of the object detector are enlisted below: 

## This is the configuration file for the Object detector by JOANNEUM RESEARCH (for usage within the 

Hyper360 project) 

#  

# Lines starting with a '#' are interpreted as comments and are ignored consequently 

# The configuration is done by key-value parameters, in the form 'key = value' 

# Keys can be of one of the following type: 

# - boolean  (allowed values are then only 'false' or 'true') 

# - integer 

# - string   (you don't need quotes around the strign) 

# 

# 

 

####### 

####### ( ) input video related parameters (file path, start & end-frame, ...) 

####### 

 

# The filename and full path of the video 

# All video formats which OpenCV (which internally uses FFMPEG library) understands are supported. 

# Not for certain HEVC videos (from Drukka testmaterial), OpenCV (so FFMPEG) had troubles reading them 

properly. 

# But H264 seems to work fine. 

input_video = ..\Videos\Test.mp4 

 

# The start-frame, where the detection starts 

# Set it to -1 if you want to start at the begin of the video 

# Note for certain video formats, it might occur that the actually frame we jump to is a few frames 

off from 'start_frame'. 

# This might be due to FFMPEG -releated issues (OpenCV uses FFMPEG internally) 

# Default: -1 

start_frame = -1 

 

 

# The end-frame, where the object detetion ends 

# Set it to -1 if you want to track throughout the whole video 

# Default: -1 

end_frame = -1 

 

####### 

####### ( ) general parameters (output, modes, ...) 

####### 

 

# The directory where _all_ output (text files with detected objects, ...) are written to. 

# Do _NOT_ put a directory separator (backslash) at the end ! 

# Note for each frame a separate text file is written, with a list of the detected objects in it 

# Default: c:\tmp 

output_directory = ..\Results 

 

# If enabled, then the output frames (with the detection results visualized) are written 
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# to output directory, as a image sequence with the file pattern 'output_frame.######.png' 

# Note if you use the output frames in order to estimate the start roi position ('start_roi_position'), 

# take into account that they have been resized by factor 'output_scale_factor' ! 

# Default: false 

write_output_frames = true 

 

# If enabled, then the output frames (with the tracked rois visualized) are shown in a GUI window  

# Use 'output_scale_factor' in order to scale them down (if they are bigger than your monitor) 

# Default: false 

show_output_frames = true 

 

# If enabled, then the detected objects in a frame are written to a text file in the output directory. 

# For each frame, a separate text file is written, containing all the detected objects (one line for 

each object). 

# E.g. for frame 527, the textfile 'detections.000527.txt' is generated in output directory. 

# Each line of the text file for a frame contains the information for _one_ detected object in the 

frame, in CSV format. 

# The CSV format is: 

# class_id_str, class_id, confidence, x, y, width, height 

# class_id is the object id of the object. It is a value in the range 0 - 79 (the detector can detect 

80 different object classes) 

# class_id_str is the respective string description for the class_id (e.g. for class_id 0, it is 

'person') 

# confidence is the calculated confidence of the detector (the probability of being an object of class 

'class_id') 

# x and y are the pixel coordinates in the _upperleft_ pixel of the rectangle for the detect object, 

# and 'width' and 'height' are the width and height of the rectangle, in pixels. 

# Regarding the coordinate system: The origin is at upperleft pixel of the frame, 

# x-axis goes to the right, and y-axis goes down. 

write_detections_to_csv_file = true 

 

# If 'show_output_frames' is set 'true', then after display a frame  

# we wait for 'sleep_time_milliseconds' milliseconds. 

# So you can make the video playing slower (if it is too fast otherwise) 

# Default: 1 

sleep_time_milliseconds = 1 

 

# The factor used for resizing the output frames.  

# A values > 1 makes them bigger, < 1 makes them smaller. 

# Default: 0.5 

output_scale_factor = 0.5 

 

# Whether the visualized detections are to be overlaid on the current frame, or not 

# If you want to write out only the original inpute frames, you can set this to false 

# Default: true 

visualize_detections = true 

 

####### 

####### ( ) algorithm related parameters 

####### 

 

 

# The neural network variant which shall be used. 

# The following network variants are available: 

# * 'yolov2'   

#    YoloV2 algorithm, receptive field size 416 x 416, runtime 15 ms   

# * 'yolov2-rf-608'   

#    YoloV2 algorithm, receptive field size 608 x 608, runtime 26 ms 

# * 'yolov2-rf-adaptive' 

#    Like 'yolov3-rf-adaptive' (see there), but using YoloV2 instead of YoloV3 

# * 'yolov3'   

#    YoloV3 algorithm, receptive field size 416 x 416, runtime 31 ms 

# * 'yolov3-rf-608'   

#    YoloV3 algorithm, receptive field size 608 x 608, runtime 55 ms   

# * 'yolov3-rf-896-448' 

#    YoloV3 algorithm, receptive field size 896 x 448, runtime 60 ms   

#    Due to the aspect ratio of 2 : 1 this is a better variant for frames with 2 : 1 ratio 

# * 'yolov3-rf-1024-512' 

#    YoloV3 algorithm, receptive field size 1024 x 512, runtime ~ 70 ms   

#    Due to the aspect ratio of 2 : 1 this is a better variant for frames with 2 : 1 ratio 

# * 'yolov3-rf-adaptive' 
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#    YoloV3 algorithm, receptive field size 'xDim x yDim', variable runtime 

#  Here, the network shape is chosen in a way so that it has roughly the same aspect ratio as 

the input frame. 

#    Furthermore, both 'xDim' and 'yDim' are <= 'rf_dim_adaptive' (and one of them will will be equal 

to 'rf_dim_adaptive' 

#    E.g., if the image frame aspect ratio is 2 : 1, then the network shape will have roughly the same 

aspect ratio.   

#    This network variant can be used only for video, where all frames have the _same_ size. 

  

#    Furthermore, it can be used only if 'resize_mode' is set to 0. 

# 'YoloV2' is the second generation, and 'YoloV3' is the third generation algorithm (with better 

detection quality, especially for smaller objects). 

# Note the runtime is in milliseconds, for the inference of one image, on a Nvidia Geforce GTX 1070 

GPU. 

# The initial image resizing and the post-processing (non-maxima-suppression) are not contained in 

the runtime number.   

# Note 'YoloV3' needs roughly 3 GB of GPU RAM, so you should have a GPU with >= 4 GB RAM ! 

# Default: 'yolov3-rf-adaptive' 

network_variant = yolov3-rf-adaptive 

 

 

# [Only used if network variant is'yolov3-rf-adaptive'] 

# Defines the dimension of the bigger dimension of the receptive field of the netwowrk. 

# The dimension of the smaller dimension is determined automatically, from the aspect ratio of the 

input image. 

# E.g. If 'rfDimAdaptive' is set to default 896, and input image has 4 : 3 aspect ratio, then the 

receptive field size of the netowrk is 896 x 672 pixel.   

# Note when you increase this value, the detection quality usually increases (escially for smaller 

objects), but the runtime (and GPU RAM usage) increaes also. 

# First experiments on the Hyper360 stitched 4K videos indicate that increasing it too much (e.g. over 

>= 1000 or so) does not  

# bring any benefit (in detecting very small objects / persons). This is maybe because YoloV3 network 

model was _trained_ 

# on networks with a maximum receptive field of ~ 600 x 600 . 

# The value must be dividable by 32. Do not set it smaller than ~ 300 or so. 

# Default: 896 

rf_dim_adaptive = 896 

 

# The minimum confidence an object must have in order to be detected. 

# Must be a value in range [0 1] 

# Setting it to a lower value means you get more detections, but also more false detections. 

# Default: 0.25 

min_confidence = 0.25 

   

# Threshold for non-maxima suppression. 

# Setting it to zero disables non-maxima suppression. 

# Default: 0.45 

non_maxima_sup_thresh = 0.45   

 

# The coordinates of the rectangle (roi) for which objects shall be detected (in pixel). 

# If it is set invalid, the _whole_ input image is taken. 

# Note as the receptive field of the neural network is quadratical, you will get the 

# best detection performance if the input image (or 'roi') is also roughly quadratical.   

# The format is [x0 y0 width height] 

# x0 and y0 are the pixel coordinates in the _upperleft_ pixel of the ROI, 

# and 'width' and 'height' are the width and height of the ROI, in pixels 

# Regarding the coordinate system: The origin is at upperleft pixel of the frame, 

# x-axis goes to the right, and y-axis goes down. 

# Default: [-1 -1 -1 -1] 

detection_roi = [ -1 -1 -1 -1] 

   

# The resizing mode which is used for resizing the input image 

# Possible values: 

# 0 ... proportional resizing, add grey letterbox 

#       This is the mode used in the original DarkForce implementation. 

# 1 ... non-proportional resizing, no letterbox 

#       Makes better use of the receptive field, but might light to slightly inferior detections. 

# 2 ... This is a mix of mode 0 and 1. The image is first resized non-proportionally with mode 1 up 

to 

#       a certain maximum 'skewness factor' (e.g. 1.25) to make it more quadratically. 

#       Then it is downscaled with mode 0. 
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# Note currently only mode '0' is implemented. 

# Default: 0 

resize_mode = 0 

 

# Interpolation method used for resizing the input image 

# Possible values: IPL_INTER_NN (=0), IPL_INTER_LINEAR (=1), IPL_INTER_CUBIC (=2), IPL_INTER_SUPER

   

# Default: IPL_INTER_LINEAR 

resize_interpolation_mode = 1 

 

Quality Control:  

The purpose of quality control is to perform an 'online' 360o video quality analysis during capturing with an 

aim to assess the quality of the captured content. As an example, 360o video may suffer from several quality 

issues, depending on the capturing devices, conditions and setup. However, presently, no commercial video 

quality analysis systems take into account the specifics of 360o video and the data files need to be first 

stitched off-line as a heavy and computationally expensive process that also takes a long time. 

In the OMNICAP solution, this is addressed by supporting real-time capture of direct camera input and 

rendering a short VR test video of the entire scene that may be used as input to be uploaded via a Rest API. 

To create this test video, End-Users have two options as follows:  

 The first one is a global Screen Capture application that creates a full HD preview of the 360o video. 

This feature can also be used to generate other documentation of the production scene and sharing 

potential questions and technical issues/problems with team members. 

 The second one is a full featured VR renderer that outputs up to 8K frames including all visual 

elements in the scene (e.g. overlays, safe zones, track panels , etc.) for the purpose of future analysis. 

Alternatively, End-Users may also simply load any 360o video files stitched on-set by the camera crew. This 

offers the highest comparable quality to the final product and can be done in parallel.  

NOTE: The InstaPro 360o camera can perform professional stitching on board, i.e. no computer is required. 

When started in this mode, the camera will process the existing raw files and output perfectly stitched 

sequences that may be used for QC purposes as well. 

In the current (Release 1.0) version of the OMNICAP, it can be triggered as an external local application via 

the same mechanism as all other external software modules as described above.  

2.2.3 HOW TO USE THE OMNICAP SOFTWARE 
To start the OMNICAP system, simply double click on the 'Hyper360_OMNICAP_v01.exe' file. 

The application will start up in Full Screen mode by turning on both live camera input and loading a test VR 

video file simultaneously.  

If you do not have a 360o camera attached to the HDMI/USB3.0 input, it will use your first available web 

camera attached to the system. This will allow you to test main features and test basic functionality and 

operational flow.  

USER INTERFACE BASICS 
The overall GUI (Graphical User Interface) is based on a simple interaction row at the bottom of the screen 

as shown in Figure 8. The interface will automatically hide after a few seconds if no interaction is taking place. 

You may invoke it by clicking on the main screen, using the physical controls (MIDI/PowerMate, etc.) or use 

the Keyboard shortcuts described later in this section. 
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Figure 8: OMNICAP Control interface (see text for detail). 

The interface design follows a color-coding based on the multi-colour features of the Hyper360 Logo above. 

Specifically, there are five colours marking five functional groups as described next. 

 CAMERA CONTROL  
   GROUP1 – CAMERAS:  

 

Camera Mode Selector:  The OMNICAP software can display stitched live images 
captured directly from the camera preview or played back from a video file on 
the disk. There are three supported modes, namely Flat (Equirectangular), 
Spherical and Cubic, the icon will change according to the selected mode. 

 

Camera Settings: The OMNICAP software supports multiple types of cameras as 

described above. Depending on the current selected configuration, the system 

will automatically start external camera controller software associated with that 

hardware. In addition, one can also set basic camera parameters via the Windows 

Encoder interface. 

 

CameraTypes 00:  Live Stitched Output 

(Insta360o Pro/Ricoh Theta R/Samsung Gear2) 

 

CameraTypes 01:  Single SuperFisheye Lens / Single Sensor 

(Entaniya HAL280 39) 

 

CameraTypes 02:  Dual Lens / Single Sensor 

(Ricoh Theta S & SC Series) 

 

CameraTypes 03:  Dual Lens / Dual Sensor 
(GoPro Fusion40 / Kodak SP360 Dual / Entaniya Professional HAL250 dual rigs41) 

                                                           
39http://products.entaniya.co.jp/en/products/m12-fisheye/  
40This configuration was tested with a special rig in two modified GoPro cameras in the same geometry. The GoPro 

Fusion currently does not support live dual HDMI output, but it is a planned feature for future release. 
41http://products.entaniya.co.jp/en/products/hal-250200/equipment-360-vr-video/  

http://products.entaniya.co.jp/en/products/m12-fisheye/
http://products.entaniya.co.jp/en/products/hal-250200/equipment-360-vr-video/
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SAFE ZONES 
Safe Zones Controls:  Slider adjusts transparency for better visibility, while the 

 letters correspond to the bank of 4 currently available patterns.  Below, an example 

 for each camera type group is shown. Additional patterns maybe defined by the 

 End-User as described below. 

  Safe Zone Image for CameraTypes 00  

Safe Zones for CameraTypes 01 

NO safe zones are necessary as there is no stitching process involved. 

Safe Zone Image for CameraTypes 02 

Safe Zone Image for CameraTypes 03  

Figure 9: Safe Zone patterns for various camera types. 

Should End-Users require additional patterns that suits their production environment or specific needs 

better, they can define additional patterns by replacing the image files in the following directory/folder: 

.\Hyper360_OMNICAP_v01_Data\StreamingAssets\Textures 

The actual files to be replaced have the name: 

SafeZones_CamType_XX_Y.jpg  

where XX refers to the camera type group [00-030], and Y refers to the Bank selector with values [A,B,C,D]. 
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 Load DEFAULT Camera Settings:  The OMNICAP solution continuously modifies and saves 

 parameters files allowing it to restart from the exact same settings during a production. 

 Default configuration files can be found in the following folder: 

.\Hyper360_OMNICAP_v01_Data\StreamingAssets\ 

The actual file names are as follows: 

Config_CamType_XX_DEFAULT.txt  

where XX refers to the camera type group [00-030].  

An example of the variables stored in the file is shown below: 

Fisheye_AngleDeg= 279 

Fisheye_Pose= 1 

Fisheye_PoseHV= 0 

Fisheye_ScaleX= 1.138 

Fisheye_ScaleY= 1 

Fisheye_cU= 0.504166 

Fisheye_cV= 0.494444 

Fisheye_cRU= 0.76023 

Fisheye_cRV= 1 

FishEye_Masking= -0.5 

Fisheye_RotAlpha= 0 

Fisheye_RotBeta= -3.1415 

ImgProc_Contrast= 1 

ImgProc_Brightness= 0 

ImgProc_Gamma= 1 

ImgProc_SharpnessSize= 0.0001 

ImgProc_SharpnessIntensity= 1.5 

ImgProc_ColorBalanceRED= 0 

ImgProc_ColorBalanceGREEN= 0 

ImgProc_ColorBalanceBLUE= 0 

Fisheye_LensShiftX= 0 

Fisheye_LensShiftY= 0 

Fisheye_LensShiftZ= 0 

Cam360_FOV= 90 

Cam360_UpDown= 0 

Cam360_Roll= 0 

Cam360_camera360Turn= 0 

Cam360_camera360TurnSteps= 1 

sphereRotX= 0 

sphereRotY= 0 

sphereRotZ= 0 

spherePosX= 0 

spherePosY= 0 

spherePosZ= 0 
 

MULTICAM / MULTIVIEW SUPPORT  
GROUP2 – MULTIVIEW:  

 MultiView 4 or 16 vs. Solo Mode Selector:  Pressing this button will toggle between 

 MultiView and Solo modes. The first time it is pressed, the Unit attempts to connect 

 to the Black Magic HW (see sections above). If the connection fails, an error 

 message appears. When connection attempt is a success, the button will switch 

   from the old mode t the new requested one.  Depending on which BM hardware is 

   used, it can offer a range from 4-9-16 MultiViews in 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4 formats. 
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 Camera Channel Selector (in Solo Mode): This button is only functional in Solo 

 mode.  By pressing it repeatedly it switches camera views one by one starting from 

 unit #1 through #16. 

360OLIVE! / VR VIDEO FILE MODES 
GROUP3 – LIVECAM / FILEMODE SWITCH:  

 Live Camera / VR Video File Mode Switch: The OMNICAP software supports both live 

 camera and file-based operations. The button allows End-Users to switch between the two 

 modes. 

 

STITCHING  
GROUP4 – STITCHING:  

 

 Start/Stop External Stitching Software: Pressing this button will start the currently active 

 external stitching software. Pressing it again, will force to close that Application. 

 

 Stitching Program Selector: Use this roll-down menu to select the active Third Party 

 stitching software. The Release 1.0 supports two applications, namely Insta360 and 

 Mistika. Custom settings can be evoked by modifying the control file (see description on 

 how to achieve  that in the preceding sections above). 

FILE MODE CONTROLS 
GROUP5 – FILE MODE:  

 

 Load VR Video File:  Press this button to select and Load an already stitched VR video from 

 the local file system for inspection, processing and/or quality control. 

 

 VR File Play/Pause Controls: When a VR video is loaded and active, use this button to Play 

 and Pause playback. 

 VR File Timeline Slider:  When a VR video is loaded and active playing, this timeline shows 

 its progress. End-Users may select highlights by dragging the slider. 

TRACKING / OBJECT DETECTION AND QUALITY CONTROL  
GROUP6 – TRACKER AND QUALITY CONTROL: 

 

 Create New Tracking Panel: The Press this button to create a new tracking panel.  NOTE 

 Release 1.0 supports only a single tracking panel, multi-panel tracking is expected to be 

 added in future versions. The appearance of the tracking panel is shown below. 
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 Edit Selected Tracking Panel: Once a tracking panel was successfully created, press this 

 button to enter EDIT MODE or toggle back to normal. While in edit mode, the Panel image 

 from above will change its colour to a semi-transparent darker view indicating that now the 

  position, size and orientation of the panel may be updated interactively.   

To adjust the panel, the OMNICAP system first automatically switches to Spherical Mode. Use your mouse to 

interact with the spherical view. Pressing the LEFT MOUSE BUTTON will move the center of the tracker panel 

at the location picked. By keeping it pressed and dragging the cursor, the panel will follow its motion. Should 

your intended target fall outside the current view, use the keyboard shortcuts or physical controls to turn 

the virtual camera.  

To scale the Tracking panel in horizontal and vertical directions and this changing its size as well as aspect 

ratio, press and hold the  RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON and drag the cursor up/down and left/right, respectively. 

The windowed area covered by the panel will be the one the tracker will attempt to follow as the features 

below change and move. 

Finally, one may also modify the orientation of the panel by pressing the CENTER MOUSE BUTTON or SCROLL 

WHEEL and dragging the cursor left or right. NOTE: The orientation feature is reserved for future extension 

as in the current Release 1.0 rotation information is are not yet taken into account by the External tracking 

software (see a list of possible input parameters above). 

 Start Tracking Software: Press this button to start the external tracker to follow the 

 movement of the object under the tracking panel. End-Users can follow the process as it 

 progresses both in a CMD window showing results frame-by-frame as well as each 

 processed image on the display.     

Pressing the button again, will terminate the tracking process, otherwise results will be stored in the folder 

 .\Hyper360_OMNICAP_v01_Data\StreamingAssets\Plugins\Tracker\Results 

Selected output directory in a raw TXT file (detection_roi_coordinates_VRVIDEONAME.txt) enlisting frameID, 

tracked Region of Interest (ROI as 4 numbers) and a confidence value.  These results may be converted to 

XML format that converts raw image coordinates into the OMNICAP spherical coordinate system using the 

included TrackerConvert2XML.exe utility program.  This format can be readily imported and amended as 

needed in future releases. An example raw output and converted XML are shown below: 

Raw Tracker Output (example):  

0, 1577, 705, 300, 300, 1000 

1, 1577, 705, 300, 300, 48.3918 

2, 1559, 690, 328, 328, 33.5728 

3, 1542, 678, 354, 354, 24.1838 

4, 1563, 675, 332, 333, 16.5768 

. 

. 

. 

100, 1579, 706, 296, 295, 14.145 

 

Generated XML (example): 

<content> 

  <clicktracks> 
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    <track> 

         <frame time="0.000"> 

            <active>1</active> 

            <label>Cam01_Object01</label> 

            <rotation x="-14.85" y="28.21" roll="0.00"/> 

            <scale x="1.53" y="1.40" /> 

            <reliability>1000.000000</reliability> 

         </frame> 

         <frame time="0.040"> 

            <active>1</active> 

            <label>Cam01_Object01</label> 

            <rotation x="-14.85" y="28.21" roll="0.00"/> 

            <scale x="1.53" y="1.40" /> 

            <reliability>48.391800</reliability> 

         </frame> 

          . 

  . 

  . 

 

         <frame time="4.000"> 

            <active>1</active> 

            <label>Cam01_Object01</label> 

            <rotation x="-14.99" y="28.21" roll="0.00"/> 

            <scale x="1.51" y="1.37" /> 

            <reliability>14.145000</reliability> 

         </frame> 

    </track> 

  </clicktracks> 

</content> 

 

Start Object Detection Software: Press this button to Start and Stop the 
automatic   object detector software. This feature works in the same 
manner as the tracking, it   generates a set of parameter files with 
detector results for each frame independently. 

 

Start ScreenCapture: Press this button to Start and STOP a Full HD screen capture 

  running in the background. Once finished, the recorded file is 

available in the    following location: 

.\ScreenCapture 

Recordings will be stored in files named as  Hyper360_YYYY-MO-DD-HH-MI-SS.mp4 

where YYYY – Year, MO – Months, DD- Day, HH – Hour, MI – Minutes, SS - Seconds 

 

Quality Control: Press this button to Start the Quality Check process. As a first 

 step, the OMNICAP system will offer to open a video file, e.g. one 

rendered directly  using the Insta360 Pro camera, to be uploaded for 

quality control. If CANCEL is  pressed, it will automatically render a short high 

resolution image sequence in sizes  up to 8K and convert it to an MP4 VR QC 

video that may be found in the folder: 

.\QC_Sequence 

Once finished, it triggers the QC process via a User-Editable BAT file to upload 

the test sequence running the service locally (localhost) or via the provided REST 

API to the central Hyper360 infrastructure. The following figure demonstrates 

the QC rendering progress window. 
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Figure 10: QC rendering progress window. 

MISCELLANEOUS FUNCTIONALITY  
OTHER / MISC FUNCTIONALITY: 

 

 Application Exit Button: Located in the Upper Right corner of the Desktop Window, press 

 this button to exit the application.  

 

KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS 
For efficient use, the OMNICAP solution also offers a large number of keyboard shortcuts to set and modify 

parameters in real-time. These are listed below: 

↑   Rotate virtual camera around and/or change selected camera parameter. 

↓   Rotate virtual camera around and/or change selected camera parameter. 

→   Rotate virtual camera around. 

←   Rotate virtual camera around. 

SPACE  Camera Mode reset. F1  Select parameter: Image Contrast 

A  Change VR Camera Field of View (FOV)  F2  Select parameter: Image Brightness 

S  Change VR Camera Field of View (FOV) F3  Select parameter: Image Gamma 

Z  Change VR Camera Roll Angle F4  Select parameter: Image Sharpness Intensity 

C  Change VR Camera Roll Angle. F5  Select parameter: Image Sharpness filter size 

J  Switch camera mode (Flat/Spherical/Cubic). F6  Select parameter: Colour Balance RED 

X   Select parameter:  Fisheye Scale X F7  Select parameter: Colour Balance GREEN  

Y   Select parameter:  Fisheye Scale Y F8  Select parameter: Colour Balance BLUE 

M   Select parameter:  Fisheye Masking F9  Select parameter: Fisheye CU 

R  Reset camera settings to system default values F10   Select parameter: Fisheye CV 

F  Show/Hide system rendering FPS rate  F11   Select parameter: Fisheye CRU 

V  Enable/Disable verbose mode F12   Select parameter: Fisheye CRV 

G   Toggle/Cycle through Camera sensor setup modes and parameters  (CU,CV, CRU, CRV, Scale X, Scale Y, 

Masking) 

T   Toggle/Cycle through imaging modes and parameters (Alpha, Contrast, Brightness, Gamma, Sharpness 

Int., Sharpness, Size, Colour, Balance Red/ Green/Blue) 

  

2.1.4 DATABASE FOR BEST PRACTICE GUIDELINES 
The OMNICAP system was also designed to allow End-Users collecting on-set production experience with 

various camera types and study the advantages of each setup with respect to the production needs and 
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environments.  This function serves as a reference document for broadcasters when, as an example, they 

need to select the equipment for each different event. 

The implementation of this feature is based on an internal Database structure implemented in SQLite42  

running locally on the production machine (or extended to Web-based access in future releases) and it may 

be browsed and/or edited using SQLite Browser Tool43. The actual database file is called ' Hyper360.db’ 

located in the folder 

 .\Hyper360_OMNICAP_v01_Data\StreamingAssets 

The Database structure aims to connect camera types and parameters with production-related constraints 

and Output Requirements. Each table is marked as type “C” – Camera, “P” - Production, “O” - Output, etc. 

 As an example, the Table C_VRCameraType describes the parameters of each

 camera tested in the Hyper360 project so far. It stores information related to the 

 sensors number, arrangement, size, physical info, such as radius or weight 

 determining how the camera can be used in various types of shots, special  

 capabilities important for different uses, and finally scores on actual usability of 

 those features as well as comments on best usage and potential issues with the 

 device. The table and its data structure is expected to be updated based on 

 Hyper360 production experience and End-User inputs, however a snapshot of its 

 current (Release 1.0) form is shown below: 

 

Figure 11 Hyper360.db structure - VR Camera Types (example). 

 Table C_VRCamResolutions describes the various imaging parameters available for  each 

camera based on the requested mode. These parameters are in fact not freely  selectable, 

each camera will support a number of different output resolutions depending on the mode it 

is being used for, and therefore this table captures the actual settings in combinations 

available for a TV production. Some cameras can also be used in dual modes, e.g. outputting 

Live-mages in one resolution, while saving individual camera files at a different resolution for 

post-production, and thus offering higher end quality. A snapshot of the current (Release 1.0) 

form is shown next: 

                                                           
42https://www.sqlite.org/index.html  
43http://sqlitebrowser.org/  

https://www.sqlite.org/index.html
http://sqlitebrowser.org/
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Figure 12: Hyper360.db structure - VR Camera Resolutions (example). 

Table C_Control describes how an individual camera unit may be turned on/off or whether 

it’s imaging parameters, camera settings can be controlled remotely. As an example, for 

practical TV productions manually adjusting or even starting multiple cameras on set may 

be difficult. On the other hand, some Production constraints may determine the actual size 

and weight of the camera as well as power and wiring, thus these options may be a limiting factor.  This table 

already captures some actual usability and experience in the Comment fields as shown in the snapshot below: 

 

Figure 13: Hyper360.db structure - VR Camera Control (example). 

Another important factor to consider is the required output media format(s) the production needs to satisfy 

for some sort of 360o/VR distribution or what type of Camera motions & Action types are required. These 

and more are captured in the following tables: 
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  Table O_OutputMedia describes what parameters are required in order to fulfil 

  one or many of specific distribution needs. Live Streaming, as an example, may have

  different options from producing content for High-End VR headsets in home and 

  trade-shows, etc. 

 

Figure 14: Hyper360.db structure – Production Output Requirement (example). 

Similar tables are defined to capture production situations, camera motions, number of people being filmed 

(as it relates to the number of stitching lines and camera positioning). These tables and the content within 

will be gradually filled out by End-Users and production partners during test productions within the Hyper360 

project and beyond, thus capturing the complexity of how Original Requirements map to Situations and lead 

to Experiences channelled back to Real-life Production Feedback captured by the database during the event 

and/or after the show is completed. This growing body of knowledge then can be queried via standard SQL 

interface to make recommendations, help with equipment selection and optimize camera set-ups.  

An example of how to capture these production needs and map them to experiences with particular 

equipment is described next. 

 Table P_Action describes how each camera type meets production requirements 

 depending on the required camera motion, action type, speed, etc. with specific 

 comments on mounting, placement and other critical factors. If no record is found, 

 that type of camera is not recommended for that specific use. An example snapshot 

 from the OMNICAP Release 1.0 is shown on the following pages. 
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Figure 15: Hyper360.db structure – Per Camera Action Types (example). 

 

Figure 16: Single lens OMNICAP configuration in practical use. 
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2.2. 3D CAPTURER FOR FREE VIEWPOINT VIDEO CONTENT PRODUCTION 

This section presents the principles of operation as well as the specification of the hardware (HW) and 

software (SW) components of the Hyper360 3D capturing tool. This toolset is responsible for recording the 

multi-view RGB-D data that will be used to produce the 3D FVV content. Following, a user-oriented guideline 

to set-up and use the system is presented, including guidelines for device/sensor placement and calibration, 

as well as operating the main application and accompanying software that is provided. 

The Hyper360 3D capturing system is designed to provide an affordable, economical solution - compared to 

existing FVV capturing systems - and to be intuitive and easy to setup and operate by non-expert and non-

technical users. Overall, it is a highly portable multi-sensor capturing system built around the latest RGB-D 

sensor technology. 

2.2.1. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION  
The Hyper360 3D capturing system aims to capture the data and metadata required for the post-production 

of 3D FVV human performances. Therefore, it supports the simultaneous capture of multiple consumer level 

RGB-D sensors, in order to acquire a complete 3D representation from all angles. Since the captured data will 

be then processed by a 3D reconstruction algorithm, it is also necessary to spatially align the captured depth 

information to allow for its 3D fusion. As a result, the system should also enable the external calibration 

(spatial alignment) of multiple RGB-D sensors.  

Besides spatial alignment, there are two additional principles of operation that are required to be able to 

produce high quality 3D content. The temporal alignment of the captured information will guarantee multi-

view consistency, an important requirement for the design of any multi-view algorithm. This translates into 

the system support for a multi-sensor synchronization operation. Finally, the production of media content 

typically requires high enough frame rates to support smooth viewing. Taking into account that the system 

will be used to record actual human performances it is necessary to be able to capture the original raw data 

at appropriate frame rate levels. Consequently, the performance of the recording operation is of paramount 

importance. Another important side effect of high frame rate capture is that the algorithms that will be 

designed can be built upon small motion assumptions. 

Finally, given that the system needs to be used by non-technical and non-expert personnel, another 

important principle of operation is its ease of use. This requirement is achieved by minimizing the action 

points required to operate the system and by hiding its complexity from the final users. To that end, in this 

work the focus was on minimizing the actions associated to preparing the system for capture and offering a 

flexible and efficient application that provides all required functionalities and enforces an easy and 

operational capturing flow. 

From a practical and technical point of view, each RGB-D sensor is connected to a dedicated computing 

resource responsible for data acquisition, which in turn communicates and transmits them to a central 

workstation. The latter is responsible for storing the RGB-D video sequences acquired by each sensor. As 

aforementioned, a sequence of operations is needed as the system needs to be calibrated and synchronized 

before recording. 

2.2.2. HW INFRASTRUCTURE AND SETUP 
In this section, we enumerate and describe all different hardware and software components that comprise 

the 3D capturing system and the system architecture that is built on top of them. We continue with the 

necessary hardware and software requirements, and conclude with a description of the capturing 

preparatory activities and their implementations.  
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DESCRIPTION OF THE INTEL REALSENSE D415 DEVICE 
The main reason for the consideration of the Intel RealSense D400 series is the discontinuation of the 

Microsoft Kinect sensor. The two devices extract depth using different technologies as the Microsoft Kinect 

relied on time-of-flight while the Intel RealSense series are utilizing stereo vision. However, Intel provides 

state-of-the-art stereo vision sensors through the D400 series, and more specifically, the D415 and D435 

devices. Our choice for an indoors, short range capturing system was the D415 which was chosen over its 

sibling after considering both as it was more aligned to the specific needs of the Hyper360 3D capturing 

needs. While both devices will support multi-sensor synchronization, the D415’s infrared projection pattern 

is denser, and its printed circuit board placement allows for hardware synchronization between the colour 

(RGB) and the depth (stereo vision) modules. In contrast, the D435 is more oriented towards wider area 

scene capture and for larger (e.g. automotive) distances. In addition, it does not provide internal (RGB and 

depth) synchronization, and its colour modules use a wide-angle/fisheye lens that introduces undesired 

visual distortion in the acquired colour frames. 

At this point, it should be mentioned that the hardware synchronization, as well as multi-sensor 

synchronization, of the Intel RealSense D415 device is not available yet by Intel, though it should be in Quarter 

3 (Q3) of 2018. Upon the selection of the device (January 2018, the month of its release), it was scheduled 

for Q1 2018 which was later specified to March 2018 and then pushed back to April 2018 until officially being 

delayed to Q3 2018. The Hyper360 technical team contacted the RealSense support and developers multiple 

times during this development period and even reported issues that were later fixed by the RealSense team. 

After the final delay announcement we decided to circumvent this lack of HW synchronization by including a 

preliminary software synchronization feature in our 3D capturing system. However, upon the official release 

of the multi-sensor HW synchronization by Intel, it will immediately be integrated into the 3D capturing 

system capabilities. 

The Intel RealSense D415 device consists of a colour module and a stereo vision module. The colour module 

operates as a normal digital camera sensor for capturing RGB data and the stereo vision module is responsible 

for calculating and capturing the scene’s depth information. Figure 17 presents the Intel RealSense D415’s 

front face and depicts the different parts of each basic module. 

 

Figure 17 Intel RealSense D415 front face with its different sensing modules. 
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Figure 18: The Hyper360 3D capturing system architecture. The basic components of the system are four 
Intel RealSense D415 devices, each connected to a headless mini-PC, communicating with a central high-end 

workstation PC through a Local Area Network (LAN) via a network switch. 

The stereo vision module contains two RGB sensors (the left and right imagers) and an optional infrared 

projector. The infrared projector projects a non-visible static infrared pattern and detects the pattern’s 

distortions in order to improve depth accuracy in scenes with low texture or illumination. The left and right 

imagers capture the scene, and the device processor calculates the scene depth information by finding 

correspondences between the left and right images and estimating the disparity shift between them. The 

estimated disparities are processed to generate a depth frame. 

Moreover, the Intel RealSense D415 device has a maximum depth sensing range of about 10 meters, with its 

accuracy depending on its calibration, the scene and the lighting conditions. However, after extensive 

experimentation, its accuracy for capturing human subjects is not sufficient in distances greater than 

approximately 2.5 meters as it fails to capture human salient features (e.g. facial features and fingers). This 

makes it suitable for achieving the purposes of the 3D capturing system in non-wide capturing areas only. 

For the remaining of the document, the Intel RealSense D400 series may be referred to as RS2.0, given that 

it is the follow up of the first family of sensors the R200 series and that the library supporting them is now 

referred to as librealsense244. Information about the technology behind the first and second family of Intel’s 

stereoscopic depth sensors can be found in their published paper (Keselman et. al, 2017). 

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 
The hardware requirements of the 3D capturing system are presented below:  

 4 Intel RealSense D415 devices. 

 4 Intel NUCs, one for each Intel RealSense device, with a 256MB SSD each. 

 1 network switch, with 1Gbps up/down link capacity per port. 

 A high end workstation PC with a powerful GPU (GTX 1070 or better). 

 4 standard digital camera tripods for each Intel RealSense device. 

                                                           
44https://github.com/IntelRealSense/librealsense  

https://github.com/IntelRealSense/librealsense
https://github.com/IntelRealSense/librealsense
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 5 CAT5e or better network cables.  

The choice of the mini-PCs (Intel NUC) is three-fold. Besides their portability and low-cost, their utilization is 

also supported by the fact that each RS2.0 D415 device is accompanied by a short (1.0 meter) USB 3.1 cable 

that greatly limits its use in a multi-sensor setup. The main reason for the length of the cable is the 

performance of USB3.0 in terms of data transfer rates45. The reliance on a PC connection via the USB 3.1 

protocol comes with high demands on data bandwidth, thus the RS2.0 devices are shipped with short USB 

3.1 cables due to data transfer loss on large cable lengths. After trying available USB3 extension cables, it was 

verified that the high bandwidth requirements of the RS2.0 devices cannot be supported for longer distances. 

One solution would be to use high quality repeater cables instead of traditional extension ones. Intel suggests 

one specific repeater cable type that was successfully tried in their multi-camera configuration white paper 

(Multi, 2018). Another solution would be to use high quality optical repeaters similar to those used in Kinect 

effective range extension case study (Shelley, 2016). While the latter is a more stable (but also more 

expensive) solution than the former, both of these would not guarantee high frame rate multi-sensor 

streaming. Moreover, they would need to be supported by separate USB controllers, which typically 

translates to adding USB3.0 PCI-e extension cards. Even in that case, frame drops would likely happen at the 

kernel driver level due to sheet amount of data transfer. Finally, it is also apparent that this is not a scalable 

solution as the amount of PCI-e slots are limited even in the most powerful workstation-grade motherboards. 

On the other hand, by opting for a mini-PC solution, where each device is connected to a single mini-PC, 

responsible for acquiring the sensor data and transmitting it for processing, we get a scalable and affordable 

solution for our multi-sensor 3D capturing system, while greatly increasing the effective deployment range 

of the RS2.0 devices. Ethernet cables are typically larger than USB3.0 extension/repeater cables and reach 

higher data transfer rates. Furthermore, the mini-PCs can compress the data before transmission, which 

reduces the kernel overhead. This also simplifies the overall infrastructure as the workstation can be reduced 

to a traditional high-end one accompanied by easily available mini-PCs, instead of a highly customized 

workstation accompanied by specialized repeater hardware, making the procurement, installation and setup 

of the system much easier. The Intel NUC7i5BNH46 was tested and found to be appropriate performance 

wise, but any other Intel NUC with equal or better technical specifications would also suffice.  

With respect to the network switch, a full-duplex one with a switching capacity of 1 Gigabit for both the 

download and upload ports is needed. As for the workstation, a standard high-end workstation with an Intel 

i7 processor, 16 GB of RAM or more and a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 GPU or better is required. The main 

restriction with respect to the workstation’s specifications lies on the hard drive, which should be a high 

quality HDD with greater or equal to 7200 rounds per minute (rpm) spinning speed and 128MB of disk cache, 

(or a large disk space SSD), in order to reach the required writing performance. 

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 
The Hyper360 3D capturing system software requirements are presented below:  

 Remote Eye Capturer command line interface (CLI) application (3D capturing system tool set) 

 Remote Eye Service Microsoft Windows service (3D capturing system tool set) 

 Volumetric Capture graphical user interface (GUI) application (3D capturing system tool set) 

 StructureNet CLI and GUI application (3D capturing system tool set) 

                                                           
45https://www.newnex.com/usb-cable-maximum-length-limits.php  
46https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/boards-kits/nuc/kits/nuc7i5bnh.html  

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/boards-kits/nuc/kits/nuc7i5bnh.html
https://www.newnex.com/usb-cable-maximum-length-limits.php
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/boards-kits/nuc/kits/nuc7i5bnh.html
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 PTPSync master and slave CLI applications (3D capturing system tool set) 

 2.5D Player GUI application (3D capturing system tool set) 

 Device Repository CLI application (3D capturing system tool set) 

 RabbitMQ message broker (external software dependency) 

Besides the only external component, the RabbitMQ message broker, which serves as the communication 

backbone of the 3D capturing system, the rest of the software tools form the Hyper360 3D capturing system 

toolset. The complete toolset functionalities are described in the following section along with the 3D 

capturing system architecture.  

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The Hyper360 3D capturing system is designed to be highly modular and easily extensible to ensure that it 

copes with the requirements of the Hyper360 platform and its production needs. The basic hardware 

components of the system are RGB-D devices, mini-PCs, a high-end desktop workstation and a network 

switch.  

In order to capture a full 3D representation of the narrator at least four RGB-D devices are required and thus, 

the system needs four headless (i.e. no screen or input devices) mini-PCs for each device. The devices are 

connected via USB 3.1 protocol to the headless mini-PCs. The mini-PCs are connected with a central high-end 

workstation PC in a Local Area Network (LAN) via a network switch. The overall system architecture is 

presented in Figure 18. 

The main point of entry for the Hyper360 3D capturing system is the Volumetric Capture GUI application. 

This serves as the central point of control of all headless NUC clients and is responsible for passing messages 

and commands to the devices, as well as receiving their data streams. Each headless client can access the 

device data streams via the Remote Eye application. However, being headless, these clients need to be 

started remotely. This is accomplished by the Remote Eye Service, installed and running on each headless 

NUC client. The services listens on the local broadcast bus for a specific message that is sent by the central 

Volumetric Capture application once it starts. Upon receiving it, the service then starts the Remote Eye 

application. All communication between the remote headlines clients and the centralized controller passes 

through the RabbitMQ broker, installed on the central workstation PC. The central application also manages 

the external calibration (StructureNet) and synchronization (PTPSync master) tools which are called as 

external processes by the user through its GUI to calibrate the multiple viewpoints and synchronize the clocks 

of the NUC clients and the central workstation PC, respectively. 

Moreover, these tools are accompanied by the Device Repository CLI tool, which is used to manage a multi-

record file storing all available device metadata. These involve either intrinsic sensor properties, or 

identification properties (e.g. name and serial).  Finally, the 2.5D Player GUI application allows users to view 

the recorded streams, essentially acting as an RGB-D media player. 
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Figure 19: 3D capturing system data flow. Colour and depth video streams acquired by the Intel RealSense 
D415 devices are received by dedicated Intel NUC7i5BNH units, which compress, serialize and transmit the 

data over the network to a virtual server running on the central PC. 

Figure 19 presents the overall system data flow. Each device captures colour and depth information via the 

Remote Eye application, which are received by its dedicated headless NUC clients. The data are compressed, 

and then serialized to be sent over the network. SIMD optimized JPEG compression is used for the colour 

images and blocking and shuffling SIMD lossless compression is used for the depth maps. The serialized data 

are sent to the RabbitMQ message broker that runs on the central PC. The central Volumetric Capture 

software collects the data, deserializes and decompresses them. The user is able to see each viewpoint’s 

colour sequences and can control all of the acquisition parameters from the software’s UI. 

DEVICE PLACEMENT 
Each device must be placed perpendicular to the floor as depicted in Figure 5.  This is because we exploit the 

vertical Field of Views (FOV) of the sensors, which are wider than the horizontal ones. This allows for a closer 

placement with respect to the captured subject, therefore increasing the quality of the acquired depth 

measurements. The distance from the floor can vary from 1 m to 1.6 m, depending on the height of the 

captured subject (Figure 21). 
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Figure 20: Device placement and active capturing space illustration. Optimal distance 
between the devices and from the center of the capturing space is between 1.7m and 

2.2m 

 

Figure 21: 
Tripod height 

can vary 
from 1m to 

1.6m 

Figure 20 depicts the active capturing space top view. The devices are placed in a cross pattern with the 

distance between the devices and the center of the capturing space being in the range of 1.7 m to 2.2 m. 

Larger distances between the devices offer a larger active capturing space. As the distance from each device 

(and thus, their distance from the center of the capturing space) reduces, the depth sensor measurement 

accuracy increases. In contrast, larger distances translate to a larger capturing space, but degrade the depth 

sensor measurements accuracy. 

SYSTEM CALIBRATION 
Multi-sensor calibration is very easily achieved and requires no human effort apart from placing the 

calibration structure in the center of the system active space and starting the external calibration process 

from within the Volumetric Capture software. 

The calibration structure, illustrated in Figure 22 consists of four standard commercially available packaging 

boxes (IKEA’s “JÄTTENE”). These are placed one on top of the other having as snapping point each bottom 

box’s sides as it is presented in Figure 22 and Figure 23. 
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Figure 22: Photo of 
the calibration 

structure. 

 

Figure 23: Calibration structure assembly. The calibration structure consists of 4 
standard packaging boxes placed one on top of the other so that there are no 

planar sides. 

The Hyper360 3D capturing system calibration method does not rely on markers and exploits only the 

geometry of the calibration structure in order to spatially align the depth sensors. Overall, the goal was to 

offer an easy-to-use calibration process that minimizes human intervention. To that end, an existing method 

(Alexiadis, 2017) was improved by transforming it from marker-based to marker-less. In addition, a global 

dense optimization step was also added that increases robustness to structural assembly errors, further 

accentuating the system robustness to potential errors made by non-expert, non-technical personnel. To 

achieve this, the structure’s geometry prior knowledge was encoded within a Convolutional Neural Network. 

This was accomplished by learning to semantically segment depth images of the calibration structure. Each 

box side was uniquely identified, allowing for the extraction of 3D to 3D correspondences between the local 

coordinate system of each depth sensor (via the acquired depth map) and the structure’s coordinate system. 

For a more detailed overview of the calibration method, the corresponding publication entitled “Markerless 

Structure-based Multi-sensor Calibration for Free Viewpoint Video Capture” (Papachristou, 2018) can be 

found in the appendix. 

SYSTEM SYNCHRONIZATION 
As previously mentioned (in the description of the Intel RealSense D415 device), due to a lack of support for 

HW triggered multi-device synchronization we opted to add clock synchronization capability between the 

central workstation and the headless NUC clients. Since the system runs on a LAN, the established Precision-

Time-Protocol (PTP) was used to synchronize the computing hardware clocks. PTP is defined in the IEEE 1588 

standard (PTP, 2017), and it is used to synchronize different hardware clocks throughout a LAN, achieving 

sub-microsecond accuracy. Similar to the external calibration, the system components are synchronized by 

calling external master and slave processes in the central workstation and the headless NUC clients 

respectively. This is triggered from within the Volumetric Capture GUI application by the user. 
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2.2.3 HOW TO USE THE 3D FVV CAPTURE SOFTWARE 
This section provides an extended description of how to use the Hyper360 3D capturing toolset. First, it 

describes the usage of the Device Repository tool, followed by the external calibration process guidelines and 

finally it presents the different usage flows of the main Volumetric Capture application. 

DEVICE REPOSITORY TOOL 
The Hyper360 3D capturing system provides an easy-to-use CLI tool to keep track of device information in a 

multi-camera capturing system. It keeps track of the device name, serial number, firmware, as well as the 

colour and depth sensors’ intrinsic information.  

The tool works on a per device basis and thus, only one RS2.0 device must be connected to the computer 

prior to launching the executable. A choice between two commands is offered, add (adding a new device to 

the repository), and update (updating properties of an existing device, i.e. its name). 

Adding a device to the list requires the device’s name, which is set by the user: 

device_repository.exe add DEVICE_NAME 

If the name given is already taken or the device serial number already exists in the repository, the tool will 

warn you about this conflict. By naming each device, users will be more easily able to associate the streams 

viewed in the central Volumetric Capture application with each viewpoint, as well as use them as input to 

various commands and actions. 

 

Figure 24: Warning message when adding an existing device with the Device Repository tool. 

Updating a device’s name in the repository can be accomplished via the following command: 

device_repository.exe update PREVIOUS_DEVICE_NAME NEW_DEVICE_NAME 

If the new name already exists in the repository, a warning is thrown. 

 

Figure 25: Warning message when updating an existing device unsuccessfully with the Device Repository 
tool. 
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VOLUMETRIC CAPTURE 
A design goal for the Hyper360 3D Volumetric Capture application was to be intuitive and easy to use, 

especially by non-experts. Assuming that all required software is deployed on the various hardware 

components of the system (i.e. RabbitMQ, Volumetric Capture, StructureNet, PTP master, and the Device 

Repository on the central workstation, as well as the Remote Eye Service, the Remote Eye, the PTP slave on 

the headless NUC clients), the user can start the Volumetric Capture on the workstation. The main application 

GUI is presented in Figure 26. Once it starts, it signals all the available NUCs to start the Remote Eye 

applications via the Remote Eye Service.  

 

Figure 26: 3D capturing controller application GUI. 

 

Figure 27: Toolbar menu. Synchronization and Calibration options. 

 

Figure 28: Synchronization - Calibration progress window. 
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Figure 29: Available devices window. 

Seamlessly, all available Intel RealSense D415 devices that are connected in the same LAN, will appear on the 

“Available Devices” window on the main application GUI as can be seen in Figure 29. The user can select the 

devices to connect, along with any of the available streaming profiles and click the “Connect” button. The 

connected devices will appear on the “Connected Devices” window shown in Figure 30 and their colour video 

streams will appear on the application main window.  

 

Figure 30: Connected devices window. 

Every colour stream appears on a different window, thus the user can place each window wherever she/he 

desires. When the system is set up for the first time, the user must calibrate it. This involves placing the 

calibration structure in the centre of the capturing space and selecting “Calibration” from the 3D capturing 

application’s toolbar (see Figure 27). When placing the calibration structure, the colour streams that are 

visible in the Volumetric Capture application GUI can be used to aid the process of positioning of both the 

structure and the devices looking at it. There are two options for calibration, “Capture” and “Calibration”. 
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When “Capture” is selected the application will store the required information. When the user selects 

“Calibration” a new window will appear displaying the calibration progress (Figure 28). Once the system is 

calibrated, there is no need to calibrate it again, unless the devices are misplaced or a different setup is 

required. 

  

Figure 31: “Device Parameters” window. The user can modify device related parameters. 

 

Figure 32: Specific device parameter modification from the "Device Parameters" window. 

Before the start of every recording session, the user must synchronise the system. This is done by selecting 

“Synchronization” from the application’s toolbar menu (Figure 27). As previously mentioned, currently the 

only synchronization option is “PTP” due to the fact that HW multi-device synchronization is not available for 

the time being. A new window will appear displaying the synchronization progress (Figure 28). 

Depending on the production needs, the user can modify several device and/or sensor parameters in order 

to achieve the best possible result. This can be done by the “Device Parameters” window, shown in Figure 

31.   

When altering a parameter from the “Device Parameters” window, this specific parameter changes in all the 

connected devices. If the user wants to modify a parameter of a specific device/sensor (e.g. due to varying 

lighting conditions some colour sensor might need to be set differently to achieve uniform colours between 
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views), she/he must right click the appropriate device/sensor icon in the same window, and pop-up will 

appear with the parameters that correspond to that specific device/sensor as shown in Figure 32. 

When all the preparatory activities required for setting up the system are finished, the user can start 

recording by clicking the record button in the “Recording Controller” window (Figure 33). The recordings are 

automatically saved in a pre-defined path, “./DATA/RECORDINGS/DATETIME”, where the folder’s name is 

formatted as such: “YY-MM-DD-HH-MM-SS47”. The application saves one file for each device, thus for the 

main capturing concept of using four devices, it saves four files, one for each view. The recording can be 

stopped by clicking the “Stop” button in the “Recording Controller” window. 

 

Figure 33: Recording window. 

2.5D PLAYER 
The 2.5D Player application is used for viewing any saved recordings captured by the 3D capturing controller 

application. The user can select the desired file and view the colour or both the colour and depth sequences 

that were captured by the selected device. The player GUI is presented in Figure 34. 

The 2.5D Player application implements all the basic functionalities of a media player, such as “Play”, “Pause” 

and “Stop”, as well as seeking within the media. The user can open a different file for viewing by clicking the 

“Open” button as shown in Figure 35 or simply drag it into the active area. Then a new popup will appear 

which allows the user to search for the desired file. Finally, there is also an option in the form of a toggle, 

which allows the user to view the stream depth information. Further, the application also shows any 

metadata stored for each recording. 

                                                           
47 “YEAR-MONTH-DAY-hours-minutes-seconds” 
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Figure 34: 3D Capturing Player. 

 

Figure 35: 3D Capturing Viewer's open file dialogue. 

CONCLUSION 

This document described the principles, set up operation and software elements of first set of capture tools 

of the Hyper360 project.  All modules and elements were successfully deployed by M08 of the project, making 

them available for End-User in future productions and evaluation. The 3D capturing tools presented in 

Section 2.2 are available online on GitHub48. In addition, thorough documentation can also be found on the 

wiki pages and the GitHub issue reporting forums can be used for communicating with the software users. 

Future extensions will also be available through GitHub. Further enhancements of these modules are 

expected to become available based on partner feedback and future recommendations. 

 
 

                                                           
48 https://github.com/VCL3D/VolumetricCapture  

https://github.com/VCL3D/VolumetricCapture
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